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Snacking is a near-universal habit among Germans. The ingrained role of snacks is linked to reasons such as treating or cheering oneself up, helping to relax/de-stress or overcoming boredom. As many as 69% of Germans agree that eating snacks lifts their mood, highlighting the growing importance of emotional snacking needs alongside physiological ones.

50% of snackers have cut back the number of snacks they eat due to rising prices; 57% of 25-34s (who are snacks' main consumers) have cut back, vs 47% of over-45s. Snack sales are also threatened by 72% of Germans being affected by rising food and drink prices and 36% of Germans needing to forgo treats to save money. The rise of snackification gives scope to highlight aspects around portion control, nutritional information, moderation and value offerings.
36% of Germans agree that plant-based snacks are good for the planet and, with the German government pushing plant-based nutrition, using plant-based claims to raise the feel-good factor of a highly indulgent snack could prove effective. ‘Planetary guilt’ can potentially offset ‘personal health guilt’ and provide room for classic indulgent treats.

This leaves companies to face the complex task of finding a middle ground, to appeal to both the indulgent and the health-oriented snacker.
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• The five-year outlook for attitudes towards snacking

Market context
• Financial constraints call into question the need for snacks
• Health- and weight-consciousness demand innovative BFY changes from snack brands
• The ageing population is a challenge to the snacks category, but can be an opportunity
• Government regulations for a democratised nutrition increase pressure on the snacks category

Mintel predicts
• The return to offices will drive demand for multi-purpose snacks
• Functional snacks will ensure continued category growth, despite regulatory challenges

Opportunities
• Blur boundaries in the snacks category to increase versatility and appeal
• Promote time-of-day snack collections to ensure category spending
• Offer snacks with functional ingredients to support parents facing lifestyle-related stresses
• Use major events for flavour inspiration and international brand collaborations
• Get back into consumers’ good graces with BFY snacks and satiating ingredients
• Promote wellbeing with mood-lifting ingredients
• Amplify convenience to assure appeal among consumers

MARKET DRIVERS

The German economy
- Graph 1: key economic data, in real terms, 2019-24
• Inflation slows – but remains at a higher level
• Inflation is still the key factor affecting consumers’ finances...
  - Graph 2: financial confidence index, 2022 - 23
• Rising food prices dampen snack consumption, but offer a chance for own labels
  - Graph 3: consumer price index for selected snack categories, 2021-23
Brands are investigating alternative raw materials, local sourcing and upcycling

Regulations, policy changes and personal/planetary health

- Obesity remains a major public health challenge in Germany, and raised awareness will challenge snack sales
  - Graph 4: trends in body mass index (BMI), 1999-21
- WHO recommends against use of non-sugar sweeteners
- Planetary and personal health are more intertwined than ever, calling for eco-friendly healthy snacks
- The Nutri-Score will drive usage of BFY snacks and drive health-focused product development
  - Graph 5: reasons for snacking, 2021
- Germany is facing demographic challenges with an ageing population...
  - Graph 6: population structure by age, 2020-30
- ...that will impact sweet snacks in particular

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Types of snacks eaten

- Almost all Germans snack
  - Graph 7: any consumption of snacks in the last two weeks, by age group, 2023
- Snacks are an integral part of the German diet, posing both opportunity and challenge for brands
  - Graph 8: consumers who have been snacking less due to rising prices, by age group, 2023
- ...pushing for better-value snack offerings to ensure brands stay in consumers' shopping baskets
- Sweet snacks are most popular among Germans, highlighting essentiality of indulgence
  - Graph 9: types of snacks consumed in the past two weeks, 2019-23
- Highlight emotional benefits and indulgence for chocolate – the crisis companion
- Nostalgia is particularly effective to appeal to comfort-seeking snackers
- Appeal to fruit snackers with higher convenience...
  - while enhancing appeal by adding beneficial companions
- Make crisp/crisp-style snacks more compelling with healthier solutions
  - Graph 10: repertoire of snack types eaten, by age groups, 2023
- Blur the boundaries of snacks to ensure relevance among all age groups...
  - ...and find new ‘friends’ to team with for exciting snack combinations

Frequency of snacking

- Daily snacking by the majority of Germans opens up a sizeable opportunity for snack manufacturers
  - Graph 11: frequency of eating snacks between meals in the last two weeks, 2021 vs 2023
- 16-34s drive snacking consumption, making them the ideal target group
- Multipacks keep consumers hooked with better value for money
- Elevated snack collections can cater to different snacking occasions and need states
  - Graph 12: snacking frequency, by parental status, 2023
Where and when snacks are eaten
- Graph 13: place of consumption of snacks, 2021 vs 2023
  - Mental work requires food for thought
  - Afternoon snacks are most common, prompting high versatility
    - Graph 14: times of snack consumption, by employment location, 2023
  - Use UEFA EURO 2024 to promote German snack classics, but also for European flavour innovation

Reasons for using snacks as a meal replacement
- Snacks are often just snacks, but can also function as time-saving and portion-size-moderation tools
  - Graph 15: repertoire of reasons for snacking instead of having a proper meal, 2023
  - Highlight time savings to add value
  - Help weight watchers with nutritionally valuable snacks

Behaviours related to snacking
- Graph 16: behaviours towards snacking, 2023
  - Highlight the wellbeing benefits of snacks to provide relief for anxious and stressed consumers
  - Include gut/immune health features into snacks to approach health-conscious consumers
  - The manifestation of the health trend demands healthier-but-indulgent alternatives
  - Fortification of snacks to support health focus

Attitudes towards snacking
- Graph 17: attitudes towards snacking, 2023
  - Bring more versatility to the table with both healthy and less-healthy options
  - Plant-based snacks have the health-halo advantage, but indulgence is still a key driver
  - Plant-based snacks as a trade-off between better-for-you and better-for-the-planet

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
- Graph 18: snack launches, by private label vs branded, 2019-23
- Graph 19: snack launches, by top 10 companies, 2020-23
  - Private labels are hot on branded players’ heels
  - Mondelēz focuses on regenerative wheat supply, securing a major component for the snack category
  - PepsiCo promotes positive choice for happier consumers and a healthier planet
  - Intersnack promotes conscious snacking by offering lower fat alternatives to classic potato crisps
  - Lorenz sets a high standard for transparency
- Graph 20: snack launches, by leading claims, 2019-23
  - Ethical claims cover a wide range of topics, ranging from animal welfare to sustainable sourcing
  - Joined forces increase the pressure on the category to develop eco-friendly snacks
- Graph 21: snack launches, by on-the-go claim, 2015-23
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- A to-go take on less-practical snacks
  - Graph 22: snack launch, by launch type, 2019-23
  - Graph 23: proportion of new launches in snack categories that are 100 calories or less per 100g, 2019-23
  - Graph 24: snack launches, by top five functional, plus and minus claims, 2019-23

Advertising and marketing activity
- Expect a headwind for 'unhealthy' snacks as an advertising ban is coming to protect children
- A healthier society – a political challenge with a strong focus on protecting children
- Funny Frisch promotes BFY crisps
- Chio promotes the power of flavour
- Leibniz targets children with its tonies collaboration

APPENDIX

Appendix – products covered, abbreviations, consumer research methodology and language usage
- Products covered in this Report
- Abbreviations
- Consumer research methodology
- A note on language
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